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OVERVIEW i_,¢;,i'_7' _) _._ "

During this period we have made: .....

® Progress in the Analysis of the Accuracy of the Technique ..... ...........,,,,;

® Progress in Firming the Foundations of MPA for Solid-Liquid Mixtures

• Progress in the Construction of better prototype skimmers
To get a 'feel' for the difference in solid liquid content that developed in the core vs the annulus of
the pipe. Obtained qualitative flow visualization of the thicker core/more liquid annulus flow.

• Continued progress in chemically manufacturing both more red Europium
in, bedded CeF 2 and green liquid Flowlite.

As discussed previously, this is the material of choice for use in our experiments for the solid phase
that is photoluminescent. We also continued to make more green Flowlite for the liquid phase.
However during this period it became apparent that without the requested centrifuge, we could not
make enough of this material to fill the vertical pipe flow device, and thus we would have to used
silica gel for our runs.;

• Progress in understanding the coupling of MPA chemicals snd dynamic range
and timing
1) During this period we attempted to do our two color imaging of the mixture at high solids

loading. In the course of setup we had a failure of our IT]" image intensified camera. Diagnosing
the intermittent problem required a large part of the available time. After sending it to both the
primary and secondary supplier of the components, it was determined that the image tube was the
culprit. Ali data taken up to that point was no good. But more importantly, this piece of
equipment was a) paid for but funds from other sources but available for use on the contract, and
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b) we did not have funds available in the contract to pay for repair or replacement. However, the
college cost shared in a camera that could do the job, and we helped to determine the best
product, hoping to use it for our project. This was a KODAK Ektapro 1000 which was purchased
for surmner delivery.

i

Presented results in an invited paper at the ASME symposium for two phase flow in

Portian Orega 0 June 24-26 1991.

DETAILS
Progress in thi_ Analysis of the Accuracy of the Technique

/
LIPA is a non-infa'usive measurement technique, which, in principle, requires only a clock and a ruler

for calibration. Thus, it potentially can provide high accuracy results for flows over the entire range

of speeds discui_sed above. An error analysis follows which indicates the expected error resulting

from double differencing a grid to obtain vorticity.

Consider one mesh from the grid as shown in Figure 3-2. If the mesh width is e and the maximum

line displacement between the reference and data images is 1/2 of the mesh width, then after a time

A t the mesh will distort to the primed position. The spanwise vorticity component is defined:

where, Yl' - Yl" = Ayl = 1/ 2_ X l, - Xl,, = zL_cI = 1 / 2e

Y2' - Y2" = Ayll = 1/2e x4, - x4,, - zhJCil- 1/2e

Y4' - YI" = AyH/ = e x 2, - xi,, = AX/H = e

t2 - t1 = At

the uncertainty in the measurement of vorticity (_09z) is thus,

((_(Oz)2= (0(.Oz/OAy I ' _Ayl) 2 +(03(0z / OAYll "(_Ay, )2

+(OOgz/ OAym '6Ayi!1) 2 +(009 z / OZSOCI "6Axt) 2

+(030)z / OZ_Xll. 6z5oc//)2 +(o3(oz / Ol_CllI "6Z_lll )2

+(0o9 z / OAt. 6_) 2



Estimates of the magnitudes of the terms are:

&o:/aAt = -((1/2e-1/2e)/e)/(_) 2 _=0 _,_,_ _ , _ i__to '_

OOOzl SAy I = l l At. e _ _ _ _ _
OCOzl OAyl# = 1/ At. e _ _ _ _o, _ _o _o _

0coz / 0Ay/// -_-_(1/ 2e 1 / 2e) / At. e2 = 0 _ _ := '_ o= _ ,.

OCOz/ &kxI =-1/_.e g e _.= "7,_ _

&Oz/a_H-_l/At.e _ _._._._o_o_ii_OCOz/C)zSocH[= -(1/2e-1/2e)/_.e 2= 0 _ _ _ _ ._

Therefore, _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _

(3°gz)2=(3e/2eD't)2 +(3e/2e-_t)2 _'_ 8 _ e_,

+(_e/2_t) 2 +(&/2eAt) 2 _ _ , .__ _

= 4(ee/2eAt) 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Finally, _'_i_I) '_a'°'n"_'_'_,_._

to the first order in e. For example (see Figure 3-2) assume that the mesh spacing is 1000 _m, the line

width is 100 lam, and that the image is digitized and analyzed in such a way that we have a 10%

reading error associated with locating the center of the 100 _tm line, i.e. _ = 10 _tm, so _/e = 0.01. If

At, the time between two frames is 0.01 sec, &oz = (1 / At)(3e / e) = 1/sec.

The technique has been calibrated in an unsteady Stokes' layer flow by Falco and Chu (1987), for

which the exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is known. These results show that strain-rate

and vorticity can be measured to an accuracy of -+.1 sec -I, which is consistent with the above

analysis.



Although it may appear at first thought that the spatial resolution of LIPA is going to be less than that

of particle imaging techniques, which can use very smaU particles, this is not necessarily the case. An

important practical consideration is that the spatial resolution to which the location of the center of a

single line can be found is not strongly coupled to the thickness of the laser lines or to the thicknes,,_

of the ensuing photoluminescent lines (which are initially somewhat thinner). Because the marker is

non-intrusive, a marked spot can be quite large compared to the point of measurement interest, as

long as the center of the spot can be accurately determined from the image by image processing

techniques. Although relatively thick lines may be used in LIPA, the motion of the field will not be

constrained by the presence of the lines (irrespective of how large they are). This is, in general, not

the case when a particle is used as a marker of the fluid, because the finite size of the marker distorts

the flow it is in. During the time interval between marking and recording, the action of diffusion on

the excited fluid lines is symmetric, simply spreading them about their centers. However, if the

thickness of the lines is large enough that macroscopic flow field variations occur across them, the

position of the centers will reflect an average that is biased towards the high velocity regions when

imaged after the time delay. Thus, the laser line thickness and the time delay need to be optimized for

the flow problem. As a result of these considerations, variations in the thickness of the laser lines

across the measurement volume do not need to be considered separately. This lack of sensitivity to

the thickness of the laser lines is important for solid-liquid flows because small index of refraction

variations will focus and defocus the laser lines causing variations in their thickness along their

length. Furthemlore, the resolution of a vorticity measurement depends upon the mesh size of the

grid, which can be adjusted independently of the grid line thickness. Finally, the field over which the

measurements are made is also independent of these constraints, and depends only upon the number

of grid lines created (here the key constraint is often the output energy of the laser).

When the lines are recorded on either film or video tape, the limiting resolution is dependent solely

on the ratio of pixel size (or film grain) to the smallest length scales that need to be resolved in the

flow. If the pixel size is small compared to the flow scales then the formation of relatively thick lines,

on the order of 100 _tm, imaged across ten pixels, results in greater accuracy than imaging thinner



lines, on the order of 20 I.un,across 2 pixels, when sub-pixel averaging is used to determine the

centers. Furthermore, more advanced noise reduction techniques cml be used on thicker grid lines

without fear of breaking the individual lines into discontinuous segments. This is in contrast to PIV

or holography where ~ 10 vm particles must be clearly defined ill space, requiring enough pixels over

these dimensions so that the particles are obviously separable from the noise in the image. Then

enough particles must be averaged to allow correlation techniques to be implemented, which

decreases the resolution to the order of a millimeter (if there are scales smaller than a millimeter,

their contribution may not be evenly weighted by the particles imaged in that area). Thus, these

considerations relax two important aspects of an experimental design for LIPA, the laser line width

aad the resolution of the imaging system.

Coupling of L1PA chemicals snd dynamic range and timing

In our search for appropriate chemicals, the tie-in with tinting is essential. One of the drawbacks of

fluid or particle tracking techniques is that they can p_sent limitations on dynamic range in flow

situations where strong velocity gradients are present. In a quasi-uniform flow there is, of course, no

problem because the time between frames can be chosen to obtain optimum displacement of the grid

lines. If strong gradients are present, LIPA can avoid most of the limitations on dynamic range

through a simple tactic. When used with a chemical that works in Excite-Self-Decay, or Sensitize-

Delay-Excite modes, where the shuttering is done by the imaging system by using an imaging rate

that will be appropriate for the highest velocities to be encountered in the field of view, _he dynamic

range is extended to be as wide as needed. To measure the slower velocities, the investigator simply

skips an appropriate number of frames to allow the lower velocity regions to move the marked fluid

over a distance predetermined to give the desired measurement accuracy. If the Excite-Forced-Decay

mode is being used, the laser that forces the excited state to decay must have a repetition rate high

enough to accomplish the task.

Figure 3-7 indicates an example of a typical timing sequence for experinaents in the Excite-Self-

Decay mode. In this sequence the high speed camera sends a signal every four revolutions to the
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FIGURE 3-7. A typical timing sequence for experiments of the Excite-Forced-Decay
mode in which a high speed imager is used to record the results.

laser, which pulses in nanoseconds, exciting the chemical in the fluid. Here, a chemical with a 1 ms

lifetime is shown, which is suitable for a 1000 frame/see imager (film camera or solid state), and a

250 Hz laser. In this timing arrangement, the first frame is the calibration (containing the laser

energy), and the subsequent three frames contain data, with the highest quality data frame being the

one after the laser is triggered. The overall decay of the chemical is indicated to be four framing

intervals. The optimum framing rate is governed by the flow, as is the lifetime of the chemical

chosen. If a high shear region exists, the dynamic range can be extended by simply increasing the

framing rate, to have frames close enough to account for larger displacements per unit time in the

high velocity regions.

Progress in Firming the Foundations of LIPA for Solid-Liquid Mixtures

LIPA can be extended to investigate the flow dynamics in the interior of re ,'ractive index matched

solid-liquid flows. The extension is based upon two ideas. The first is that by index matching the

doped two-phase mixtures, light can pass through the mixtures in straight lines, enabling essentially

the same technique to be applied. The second idea is to dope the phases of th, mixtures with



photoluminescent chemicals that radiate different colors. Color can be used to distinguish between

the solid and liquid phases. It can even be used to distinguish particles of different size distributions

from the liquid they are in.

We will discuss the use of LIPA to measure the average flow properties of a solid-liquid mixture, and

to separately but simultaneously measure the dynamics of the liquid and the solid phases. We then

extend the discussion to procedures for three-dimensional measurements of the above cases.

Although LIPA can be used for three-dimensional measurements in single phase flows, these

techniques are described in this section because of the particular value of such measurements in solid-

liquid flows. Next, techniques which enable simultaneous flow visualization and LIPA are discussed.

This is followed by an outline of the measurement of wall shear stress using LIPA. LIPA imaging

issues are then considered. In ali of the above scenarios, once the flow is index matched and doped

with photoluminescent chemicals, qualitative flow visualization of the mixture as a whole, or of

either phase can be made, by putting a sheet of laser light into the flow, instead of a grid of laser

lines.

3.3.1. Refractive Index Matching

The use of LIPA in solid-liquid flows requires refractive index matching. This constraint is also

essential to the use of LDA or particle inmging techniques for measurements in solid-liquid flows.

Majumdar et al. (1987a, b) in their work on stereo particle imaging discu,;s the precision with which

index matching must be done for large particles. Nouri et al. (1987) have discussed the constraints

put on LDA measurements, and have, so far, been able to make measuremem_ in flows with

concentrations up to 14% by volume. With careful matching it appears possible to use LDA at higher

concentrations (Abbas and Crowe (1989) worked with concentrations to 30%), However, LIPA is

inherently less sensitive to the consequences of index of refraction mismatch than LDA. 'ltlree

important index matching issues are: the error incurred by variability in the degree to which beams

coming through different regions of a flowing mixture cross to form intersections of the grid, the

accuracy in locating a beam crossing position when there is variation, and the effect of refractive
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index induced beam width variations. In the following, we explore the crucial matter of the

consequences of index of refraction variations in some detail.

We first note that LIPA does not require that the beams cross perfectly, or even with the same degree

of error from instant to instant. Figure 3-9 shows a perfect beam crossing (I), and examples of

possible alignment mismatches (II-V) that may occur from instant to instant in a somewhat

imperfectly matched solid-liquid flow. The errors that these misalignments cause for LIPA are

entirely due to the difference of the location from the hypothetical position of the grid plane. The

index of refraction differences that caused the displacements of the laser lines do not affect the

subsequent motion of the photoexcited lines by the fluid. As long as there are no scales in the flow of

the order of the misalignment distance, there will be no additional relative displacement of the two

lines about the intersection region. This error in the location of the grid intersections normal to the

hypothetical grid plane is defined by the difference of the center of area of the locus of the

circumferences of the intersecting laser lines, and thus is at a location outside of the hypothetical grid

plane w_Jich is, at maximum, one half of a beam width -- if the beams have any common intersection.

Since the photoluminescent molecules at the laser beam intersections receive more incident energy,

they typically photoluminesce more brightly (as much as doubling the brightness), or undergo a

stronger color change, so that a missed crossing can be detected in any data field. Thus, if desired, we

could use the intensity of photoemission to detect whether beams have crossed in the third dimension,

and establish a disc6minator level, below which the data is not used. However, in general, even at a

location where the beams do not cross (see Figure 3-9 IV, for example), in ali but the most severe

circumstances they will be close enough relative to the smallest scales in the flow (which would be

the order of the grid's mesh size by design -- typically 10 times the line width), that we will obtain

valid data, with the aforementioned decrease in spatial resoltltion in the third dimension. If the

distortion were the order of the grid mesh size, this would be observed in the grid plane as weil.

Thus, in severe situations, the in-plane information could also serve as the basis of a criterion for

rejecting a data point (or data set).
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FIGURE3-9. Cross-sectionalviewsof twocrossinglaserbeams(drawnas circles)of the
LIPA grid. (I) representsa perfect crossing,while(li-V) representa rangeof probable
changesin the crossingswithtime dueto unavoidablerefractiveindex variationsthatmay
existin theflow.

In general, there is no loss of resolution in the plane of the imager because the projections, although

distorted by the (ever present, small) index mismatch, will appear to the imager to cross. Since it is

only the _ in the positions of the crossing, over the allowed time interval, that is used to

obtain LIPA data, in the plane of the imager there is no apparent problem. Thus, in the two-

component data obtained from a three-dimensional flow field using the LIPA technique, the index of

refraction variations show up only in the fact that the data is actually at a slightly different coordinate

position in the third dimension. If we are ensembling the results of many realizations, then position

errors similar to those created in the third direction become errors in positions of the intersections of

the various members of the ensemble in the grid plane, because the laser lines are refreshed aald sent

into the fluid for each member of the ensemble, and the index of refraction fluctuations may cause

differences between realizations. Of course, the index of refraction differences betwet:_.__ealizations

(which are typically only small, fractions of a second apart.) may be less than any differences within a

given realization.

Since running a typical solid-liquid flow loop test requires significant time, it is difficult to keep the

temperature constant over the course of a test, and one would expect small fluctuations in index of

refraction from instant tO instant. However, as we have suggested, LIPA can be used to make very

useful measurements under these circumstances, lt is important to note that LDA would result in loss

of information, or bad information, for ali options in Figure 3-9 except the perfect crossing. And,
9



even if the beams do cross sufficiently well to get a good signal, one does not have information on

the position change of any of the measurement volume coordinates, as is naturally available by using

the LIPA technique. Furthermore, these variations will likely be accompanied by variations in the

angles of beam crossing, and positions of the two beam waists, which are important to know in the

LDA technique. Changes in the angle of beam intersection are not important in the LIPA technique

because, once again, only the relative positions between time intervals matter, Comparative

experiments to determine the relative insensitivity to index of refraction variations of LIPA with

other techniques, particularly LDA, have not yet been performed,

An issue that is of particular importance for LIPA in index matched solid-liquid flows is that only

one wavelength of light can be matched exactly, but at least two are needed for LIPA; the excitation

laser wavelength, which is typically in the ultraviolet (see Table 3-1), and the visible emission from

the chemicals. We propose the following procedure to reduce the distortions. Index match the solid-

liquid mixture to optimize the transmission of the incident laser bearn wavelength. This results in the

best quality excitation. Immediately after excitation, the chemicals used will emit visible light, which

will not be perfectly index matched on it passage out of the mixture to the ima_er. Since the index

mismatch will result in the light appearing to be at slightly differentposition than the laser beam, the

first image should be made immediately after the laser pulse. We should use this, rather than the laser

lines as the reference grid. Then the grid is imaged again after the flow has moved it an appreciable

amount° The displacements are calculated between these two images, and the results can be referred

back to the geometric location of the crossing laser lines. Since the grid displacements are only a

fraction of a grid mesh, the additional changes in the index mismatch due to grid motion by the flow

will, in general, result in negligible additional error. Obviously, the development of chemicals that

can be excited closer to the visible spectrum, or even within it, would reduce or eliminate the need

for this procedure.
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3.3.2. Data Acquisition

3.3.2.1. Average Flow Properties of Either Phase, or of the Mixture

To measure the average flow properties of the mixture, it is not necessary to distinguish between the

liquid and solid phases. The procedures for the use of LIPA are thus identical to procedures in single

phase LIPA discussed above, except that an index matched mixture must be created, which has an

appropriate chemical doped into the liquid or into the solid phase or into both phases. Appropriate

chemicals that enable us to index match the phases after doping are discussed below. Although both
i

phases can be doped with the same chemical to obtain average flow properties, it may be convenient

to dope each phase with different Chemicals to enable a mixture to be used for other experiments in

which the capability of distinguishing them is needed (see below). For the present purposes, one

would simply not distinguish the phases either with the imaging system or during the data analysis,

Under this doping arrangement, if it is desirable to measure the flow properties of either the liquid or

of the solid, this can then be done by the simple addition of a filter that transmits either the

wavelength of the chemical doped in the liquid or the solid, in front of the camera. A schematic of

the optical arrangement is shown in Figure 3-10 (in this drawing and the following ones fiat-sided

index matched pipe enclosures, which would be helpful to reduce near-wall distortions of received

light, are not shown). We will use the schematic convention of portraying the film size by the camera

size. Typically, object-to-image magnification would be in the range of 5:1 to 0.5:1.

3.3.2.2. Simultaneous Measurement of Both Solid and Liquid Phases

To enable separation of the dynamics of the solid and the liquid phases, or even a further separation

of the dynamics of different size distributions of particles, the constituents to be distinguished need to

be doped with chemicals that radiate different colors when excited. The correct choice of chemicals

can enable excitation with the same laser radiation. Thus, only one grid need be impressed into the

mixture. A discussion of the chetrficals for doping is deferred to the next section. Here we shall

11
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FIGURE3-10. LIPA arrangementto obtain averageflow property measurementsof a
solid-liquidmixture or flow property measurementsof each component separately, a)
Axial slice (x coordinatedirection) in the plane of the initial laser inducedgrid of lines,
b) slice perpendicularto the pipe axis (y-zplane), showingpossible out of plane motion
that may occur,and thefield of view of the camera.For measurementof the combined
properties,both phases are marked and left indistinguishablein the analysis, With the
additionof a filter (FI), the investigatorcould chooseto measureonly the responseof the
solid or the liquid phase. The shaded line is the end view of the laser grid, (In this
drawing and the following ones fiat-sided pipe enclosures, used to assist in index
matchingthe pipe wall materialso as to reduce near-walldistortionsof received light,
arenot shown).,

assume, for ease of discussion, that the solid phase has been doped to radiate red and the liquid phase

h_Lsbeen doped to radiate green.

Figure 3-11 shows an image acquisition arrangement that can give simultaneous solid and liquid

phase dynamics, lt consists of using a split field view for synchronization, to lower potential

distortion (especially if film is used), and for economy. The color filters in front of each mirror, Ml,

will transmit light coming only from the solid or only from the liquid phase, Thus, on one half of

each data frame we get the data for the liquid phase, and on the other half we get the data for the

solid phase. Although we are using only one camera (either black and white film or electronic

imaging -- or color film or color electronic imaging can be used), the optical setup is identical to an

arrangement of two cameras (which are indicated by the dotted outlines at the positions where the

apparent cameras would be). These cameras atc both looking at the flow at a slightly different angle.

(The angle is exaggerated in Figure 3-11). Thus the depth of field of the lens must accommodate the

sine of the half angle of the image separation of the in-grid-plane field of view (for example, 5

degrees will result in a depth of field of 0.087 times the field of view). Furthermore, the components

12
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FIGURE 3.11. Plan view of a data acquisition arrangement to enable simultaneous

measurement of both liquid and solid phases; the grid is formed perpendicular to the page
in the plane containing the shaded line, and would look like that in Figure 3-10from the
side. The mirrors eliminate the need for two imagers (indicated by dotted lines (1)).

Arrows indicate distortions of the grid normal to its plane of formation, which determine
the imaging system's depth of field. The shaded region width indicates the needed depth of
field, but the arrows are drawn longer to make the effect clear' to the reader. If an arrow
is green (color emitted by the fluid, say), then its emitted light will pass through the green
filter, left side mirror (Ml) to the face silvered prism (P) and to the right portion of the
real imager (2L The light emitted from the particles, which if red, will pass _'hrough the
red filter and the left portion of the imager, will record the velocity of particles (which
may be anywhere along the grid lines). Dashed lines indicate the field of view of the
imaging system, the overlap of which provides simultaneous data

of the velocity recorded will be slightly different for the particles and the fluid using this

arrangement. The differences can be kept small by reducing the angle between the pseudo imagers to

a minimum. From the point of view of flow dynamics, this arrangement is preferable to that shown in

Figure 3-12 (which corresponds to rotating the assembly 90 degrees), because the differences in the

relative accuracy of the left and right imaging are in the direction of the flow in which there are

either no average differences or, at worst, slow changes (moving dunes for example). The above

orientation also keeps the imaging optics and camera differences constant in the direction of mean

shear, thus allowing the greatest accuracy.

13
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FIGURE3-12. Useof theabove configurationto measureaxialand radial componentsof
thefluid and the particlevelocityfields. This arrangementputs the left and right imaging
differencesin the same directionas the mean shear, increasingmeasurementerror, but
has the advantageof requiringminimaloptical access.Nomenclature is the same as for
previousfigure.

The view of Figure 3-12 is one in which the flow is coming out of the page, and we are looking end-

on at the grid (so we don't see the mesh). This configuration has the advantage of needing only a

small ultraviolet transmitting access window for laser light access, and a disc (if a pipe flow is being

investigated) of glass or plexiglass for recording the images, and thus it allows measurements to be

more easily made in existing metal flow systems.

Another configuration, shown in Figure 3-.13, can be used to eliminu.e the differences inherent in any

left-fight sided arrangement, lt still only requires one imager. The view here is again, one in which

the flow is coming out of the page, and again we are looking end on at the grid (so we don't see the

mesh). The left side mirror/filter arrangement will get the same view of fluid velocities as the fight

side mirror/filter arrangement gets of the solid particles, since the depth of field is exactly the same.

This relaxes the constraints on the lens, enabling faster lenses to be used. The investigator would set

tile depth of field to include the maximum expected excursion of the fluid or particles from the initial

plane of the grid lines (these excursions are indicated by the arrows). In this arrangement, both left

and fight side images have exactly the same precision at any position across the pipe, so a larger field

14



of view is possible. Essentially the same visual access is required as for the configuration of Figure 3-

12.

Of course two irnagers can be used in an arrangement where they are on opposite sides of a pipe, for

example. Figure 3-14 illustrates one possibility. The use of two imagers doubles the imaging

resolution (the full imaging resolution can be used for each phase), and has the additional benefit of

enabling the chosen delay time to be different for each imager. In a flow regime where a moving bed

existed, it might be of interest to have a longer delay time for the solid phase measurements, since the

solid would be moving at a different average speed than the liquid. The disadvantage is largely in the

costs of the additional imager and associated synchronization electronics.

In general the use of filters as described above overcomes the need for carefully distinguishing

different colors on a single piece of color film or on a color video camera. Because the

phosphorescent chemicals u_ed in LIPA emit at well defined frequencies, they can be sharply

bandpass filtered. Without the filters, the excited lines would appear to have a brownish-orange color

in general, because there is a mixture of both fluid and solid particles along each line and at the

intersections of the grid, and thus a mixture of the two colors red and green, (using our color

scheme), lt is possible to filter 'after imaging, but the non-linear distortions of the imagers reduce the

accuracy of this approach. Furthermore, filtering at acquisition time enables the use of black and

white film, image intensifiers or image converter cameras, which don't distinguish color.

We note a few additional points. First, if the highest accuracy is required near the wall, the optical

axis of the imaging optics should be located near the wall. For this propose the symmetrical

arrangements indicated in the above figures would be rearranged (in the sense that Figure 3-12 has

been). Second, each planned limitation of the size of the field of view will enable higher resolution

within the more limited field of view. Third, a simpler system, in which there is no spatial overlap of

fluid and particulate information, i.e., the fluid velocities measured in the left half of the pipe and the

particle velocities rrieasured in the right half of the pipe, could simply use color filters to split the

field and record particle and fluid velocities on different halves of the imager, without the use of the

above optical systems. This arrangement could be used to obtain long time averaged statistics for
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FIGURE3-13.Anotherdata acquisitionarrangementto enablesimultaneousparticle
andfluid velocitiesusingLIPA.Here the opticalpathsfor both thefluid and the so lidare
the same, enablinga widerfield of view without 'leftright' imagingbiases.7"heapparatus
identificationnumbersare the same as above.

each phase. Fourth, it should be emphasized that if the resolution chosen is sufficient to record the

motion of individual particles, then particle velocity information will be available ali along the paths

of the excitation laser radiation, not only at the grid intersections. Finally, as indicated above, the use

of color to separate phases, can be extended to include the separation of particles from different size

distributions, as well as separation of the phases. If more than two colors are to be separated out

using filters, it may be advisable to use multiple imagers.

Ensemble averaging the data obtained by these methods at each intersection point over a large

number of images will result in the velocity, vorticity and stress fields of the particles of the liquid.

Correlating data from two grid intersections of either marked liquid or marked solid particles can

yield pair distribution functions. Because we are making multi-point measurements, we can also
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obtain three-point correlations, and otherhigher order statistics of the information of the components

in the grid plane.

3.2.6. Advantages of LIPA Measurements

The advantages of LIPA are summarized below, One aspect of the LIPA technique that should be

singled out is the exact way in which it incorporates the effects of three-dhr_ensionality of a flow

field. When a single grid and a single imaging system with its imaging plane parallel to the initial

grid plane is employed, we ob'ain the projections of the three-dimensional distortions of the initially

planar grid onto the plane of the imager. This only requires that the distortion in the third dimension

remain within the depth of field of the imaging system. Thus, LIPA does not have the inherent

difficulty of laser sheet confined panicle tracking techniques, such as PIV, where either the first or

second inaage of a panicle may not be recorded because its trajectory carries it through the

boundaries of a light sheet due to three-dimensional motions.

In summary, the advantages of the LIPA technique are:

• Instantaneous measurements of velocity, velocity gradients, Reynolds stresses, vorticity
and strain-rate made over an area,

• Direct wall sheax stress measurements,

®Interpretation of ali results is simple and direct,

• Simple calibration depends only on a clock and a ruler,

• Simple data acquisition,

• Not limited by interferometric quality access,
o Data reduction can be automated,

• Data storage is minimal,

• Can be set up to give highly accurate space-and-time-resolved measurements over a large
range of velocities,

• Non-intrusive, and panicles are not necessary,

• Can be used in Newtonian or non-Newtonian gases, liquids or solid/liquid mixtures,

• Three-dimensional measurements of the velocity field, the complete stress tensor and
vonicity vector over an area are possible (as we describe below),

• Standard wavelengths of ultra-violet and blue lasers can be used to excite many
chemicals with long lifetimes,

• Quantitative measurements can be combined with flow visualization of the doped
chemicals,
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• Mixing can be studied by using more than one chemical,

• Potentially can be combined with LIF (Laser Induced Fluorescence) to give
concentration information along with the kinematic data.

The chief disadvantages of LIPA are:
• Specific chemicals must be found for flow velocities and fluids of interest,
• Cost of the chemicals,

• Need for ultraviolet light to excite many chemicals.

We will see that these attributes of LIPA form a foundation that can be enhanced to result in a

technique that can enable systematic studies of solid-liquid two-phase flows as outlined above.

Overall progress has been made firming the underpinnings of the use of the LIPA technique for use

as a two-phase flow diagnostic, and ali indications are that it will be able to provide badly needed

new data about these flows.

Sincerely,

Bob Falco
PI
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